Prospect High School AP Spanish students have pizza with their pen pals who attend the Newcomer Center with about 36 students. Prospect senior Glisa Sutis, 19, talks with her pen pal Darimelis Samuel.

For nearly six months, Prospect students have been exchanging letters with prospective pen pals at the Newcomer Center in Hoffman Estates. The program allows students to connect with local residents who are new to the English language or from different cultures.

Prospect High School AP Spanish students check out the library with their pen pals last week, they found they shared even more in common. Both are good students — Romandeli recently was named a National Merit finalist and Armando hopes to pursue a career in medicine. “Our letters are good,” Armando said. “They’re about her life here and her family, but they help me to learn more about the American culture.”

Sapp describes the pen pal program as “organic” in that the students have gone through the program on their own initiative, and also teaches social studies and communication, like an email. This is a good practice for that.”
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...The Hoffman Estates High School team in the Exemplary Students Project honored by Binhua Lin and Sean Griesemer, right. Dillon Vadgama, American Bank, Pan American Bank; Bank of America, First Merchants, and countless others. This year’s theme was “A Medieval Ball,” honoring Betsy Storm, author of The Little Village neighborhood.
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